Your name: JIN XIU GUO

Your topics:

1. Institutional Repositories (IRs): the Twenty-first Century Scholarship Sharing Platform
2. Integrating Patent Search into Scientific Information Literacy Education

Your evaluation of the seminar you have participated:

I’ve attended all the sessions of the forum. They are all terrific and all the presenters were well prepared and brought valuable perceptions of new digital library world. Presenters also had dynamic interactions with audience. The time for questions was especially good for clarifying participants’ questions and introduced their interests and current projects.

Your suggestions:

1. The host of the event should prepare all conference materials (printout of slides) for participants, instead of copying them from the computer.
2. A PowerPoint template for all presentations facilitates to create a constant CALA Logo.
3. It is better to know the composition of participants ahead of time, in such case, the contents of presentation could target audience precisely.
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